SUSPICIOUS PACKAGES

Cal State Dominguez Hills is dedicated to protecting its students, faculty, and staff during an emergency. We ask that the campus community take care to not leave their belongings unattended. The following is a list of things that might make an item or package suspicious.

Look for items or devices that:

- Were abandoned and left in the open;
- Were abandoned and hidden;
- Appear to be suspicious or dangerous, such as a canister, tank, metal box, bottle, etc.;
- Have an attached message;
- Appear to be emitting a mist, gas, vapor, or odor;
- Seem to have seepage or leakage of a suspicious substance;
- Are connected to wires, timers, tanks or bottles; and/or
- Appear to be the source of a foreign substance that is causing people to cough, have trouble breathing, feel nauseated, lose consciousness, or have any other medical condition.

If you see an item that you deem suspicious, please contact the nearest CSUDH PD at (310) 243-3639.